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Abstract— Several power aware routing schemes have been
developed under the assumption that nodes are willing to
sacrifice their power reserves in the interest of the network as
a whole. But, in several applications of practical utility, nodes
are organized in groups, and as a result a node is willing
to sacrifice in the interest of other nodes in its group but
not necessarily for nodes outside its group. Such groups arise
naturally as sets of nodes associated with a single owner or
task. We consider the premise that groups will share resources
with other groups only if each group experiences a reduction
in power consumption. When this is the case the groups may
form a coalition in which they route each other’s packets.
We demonstrate that sharing between groups has different
properties from sharing between individuals and investigate
fair mutually-beneficial sharing between groups. In particular,
we propose a pareto-efficient condition for group sharing based
on max-min fairness calledfair coalition routing. We propose
distributed algorithms for computing the fair coalition routing.
Using these algorithms we demonstrate that fair coalition
routing allows different groups to mutually benefecially share
their resources.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless networks typically consist of nodes that must
discharge increasingly complex computing and communica-
tion functionalities despite constraints on power, bandwidth,
size and memory. Significant progress has been made to
improve hardware to address these needs and much is being
done to develop software that uses techniques like power-
optimizing algorithms. Comparatively less has been done
to exploit sharing amongst nodes as a way to address
these challenges. This is unfortunate, since sharing can yield
great benefits. A variety of challenges impede progress: (a)
determining which resources can be shared, (b) deciding
when to share resources, as sharing would evidently involve
a cost, (c) deciding with whom to share resources, and (d)
determining how to share resources.

Oftentimes, groups of nodes rather than individual nodes
are basic entities in the sharing mechanism. The resource
expenditure of the group as a whole is more important than
that of a single node or the entire network. Groups are often
formed on the basis of membership in an organization or a
shared task. For example, employees of an organizationA
may carry computers that belong toA. When these devices
form an ad hoc network, they may share resources with
other devices with the objective of minimizing the total
resource consumed by the devices inA, rather than that of
all devices in the network. Thus, the devices belonging to
an organization form a natural group. Wearable computers
involved in one distributed computation may form a group.
In a sensor network, different groups would consist of
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sensors that measure different attributes such as tempera-
ture, pressure etc. In both the above cases, the resource
consumed by groups is more important than that consumed
by individual nodes as the distributed computation can
be performed and the attributes can be measured even
when some members fail. The research in this case must
investigate issues pertinent to sharing of resources from the
perspective of groups.

A group is an intermingled set of nodes having a purpose
in common. We do not consider the motivation behind the
group formation, but investigate the sharing of resources
among different groups. The critical resource we focus
on is power. Nodes in wireless networks are powered
by battery, and size limitations compel the usage of low
lifetime batteries. This calls for judicious consumption of
power. Normally, communication consumes higher power
than other operations. Nodes share power by routing each
others packets, and it is well-known that multihop routing
substantially decreases the overall power consumption of
the network [25]. We address the research challenges that
arise when nodes decide to route each others packets with
the sole objective of reducing the power consumption of
their groups. We first enumerate these challenges.

The nodes in a group share power by routing each
other’s packets to common destinations. Groups are said
to form coalitions when they route each other’s packets.
The first challenge is to determine which groups would
form coalitions. Presumably, a precondition for forming
coalitions among groups is thateach group communicates
the same amount of information to the chosen destinations
while consumingless power after the coalition is formed.
Whether or not the precondition is satisfied depends on the
routing in the coalition, and the number of possible routes
can be an exponential function of the number of nodes in
the groups. There need not even exist a routing that reduces
the power consumption of each group. Fig.1(a) and (b) show
that if each group consists of a single node, then groups do
not mutually benefit from the coalition; but this no longer
holds if the groups consist of two or more nodes (Fig.1(c)).
The challenge then is to answer whether there exists at
least one joint routing that makes the coalition mutually
beneficial. The next challenge is to decide the joint routing
when the coalition is formed. We will show in Section III-C
that the routing that minimizes the total power consumption
of all groups is not the right choice, as it may increase the
power consumption of some groups despite minimizing the
power consumption of the network as a whole. The benefit
of a group due to the coalition operation is the decrease
in its power consumption after it joins the coalition. We
need to determine a routing that shares the benefit equitably.
A simplistic approach is to insist that the groups each get
the same benefit, but this can be wasteful if one group can
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Fig. 1. In (a) and (b), we show two different routings where nodea
constitutes group A and nodeb constitutes group B. Both groups need to
send traffic to the access point(AP). In (a) the farther nodea routes its
traffic to b and b sends to AP. So the routing in (a), reduces the power
cost ofa but increases that forb. In (b) each node routes directly to AP
and there is no reduction in power costs for both groups.
In (c) nodesa1 and a2 constitute group A andb1 constitutes group B.
Here a1 can send its traffic throughb1 and b1 can in turn send through
a2. This could result in a decrease in the total power for group A and B
as against the case when the groups route to AP independently.

gain benefit without harming the others. A max-min fair [1]
routing uses the following strategy for a pair of groups:
determine the greatest minimum benefit to be gained by
either of the two groups when sharing and maximize the
benefit of the other group so long as the changes do not
reduce this minimum. This strategy can be generalized to
multiple groups. The challenge now is to compute a max-
min fair power aware coalition routing.

We survey the relevant literature in Section II. We provide
a mathematical framework for a coalition of two groups
in Section III. This section presents several interesting
properties of coalition routings. For example, a max-min
fair power aware coalition routing exhibits important char-
acteristics that do not hold for max-min fair allocation of
other resources such as bandwidth. We show that the max-
min fair coalition routing is guaranteed to attain the desired
minimum benefits for each group should the coalition be
feasible. We present a polynomial complexity algorithm
for computing the fair coalition routing in Section IV.
This algorithm needs solving a linear program at a central
processor, which requires the knowledge of the global
topology. We present a distributed computing scheme which
allows the routing to be computed via simple iterative
computations and message exchanges at each participating
node in Section V. All proofs can be found in the technical
report [9].

II. RELATED WORK

The existing research on efficient utilization of power
in wireless networks can be classified into the following
broad categories. The first maximizes the lifetime of any
given node through optimum battery discharge strategy [6],
[17]. The second varies the transmission power levels of
nodes so as to control the network topology as desired [8],
[14], [23]. The third reduces the power consumption by
optimizing several parameters at the MAC layer [11], [22].
The last maximizes the lifetime of the network by balancing
the power consumption of different nodes [4], [15]. Another
prevalent approach is to route in accordance with a power
based metric rather than a distance metric [25]. However
the common feature of the existing research is that the
basic entity is a node. The performance of the network
is either quantified in terms of the aggregate performance
of the nodes or that of the bottleneck node. However, in
our case the basic entity is a group rather than a single

node, and the operations are coalitions. The performance
objective we consider is fairness and the issues significantly
differ on account of the choice of the basic entity. We are
concerned about the performance of each group rather than
the network as a whole. Relaying and caching strategies
have been proposed [21], [18] for node cooperation where
a node decides to relay the requests of other nodes. The
algorithm in [21] propels the network towards a pareto
optimal operating point. Our research is complementary in
the sense that we assume that a group of nodes decide to
route the packets of other groups based on the interest of the
group as a whole. We present an algorithm that obtains a
specific pareto optimal objective, the max-min fair operating
point.

III. M ATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK FORCOALITION OF
GROUPS

A. Power Model

We first present the mathematical model we use for power
consumption [7], [24]. Let the transmitted energy per bit
be Et. Then the received energy at a distanced is Etd

−α

whereα is generally between 2 to 6. The higher value of the
exponent applies for obstructed paths within buildings. We
assume that the noise level is the same at all nodes. LetEr

be the energy per bit required to maintain a threshold SNR
at the receiving end. Then for successful communication
Etd

−α ≥ Er. The transmitted power then is of the form
K ′ErRdα where R is the bit rate andK = K′Er is a
constant. We will useα = 4 which corresponds to the path-
loss in closed areas; however all analysis will hold for for
any α ≥ 0.

B. Formulation For a Single Group

We consider a network in which multiple nodes in a
group send traffic to an exit pointa(EP). This can be mo-
tivated by several commonplace applications. For example,
consider a wireless web-cafe, where users send packets to
a common access point. In sensor networks measurements
must be communicated to exit nodes. In the first case groups
can be formed on the basis of membership to different
organizations while in the second, groups may be formed
on the basis of tasks.

We model the network nodes as a Weighted Directed
GraphG〈V,E, a,W 〉 whereV is the node set for the group,
E is the edge set,a is the exit point andW denotes the
edge weights∈ �. � denotes the set of real numbers.
Every nodev ∈ V has at least one path to nodea and
outdegree ofa is 0. The node setV and the exit point
a are defined through their co-ordinates in the euclidean
plane. The distanced(v, v′) is the distance between node
v ∈ V and nodev′ ∈ V ∪{a}. The distance information can
be obtained through power measurements and positioning
algorithms such as in [2]. Now we define the edge set
E and the corresponding weight setW . Let D denote
the maximum distance that guarantees correct decoding of
any communication between two nodes. In other words D
ensures an acceptable SNR level at the receiver. A directed
edge exists fromv ∈ V to v′ ∈ V ∪{a} if d(v, v′) < D and
consequently(v, v′) ∈ E with weight w(v, v′) = d(v, v′)4
and w(v, v′) ∈ W . Note that the exit pointa has only
incoming edges. Origin functionO : V → � defines the
traffic originating at a nodev ∈ V . The graphG and the
origin functions are given.



Let the traffic on an edge(v, v′) be r(v, v′) ∈ �. If
(v, v′) �∈ E then r(v, v′) = 0. The total outgoing traffic
from a nodev is then

∑
v′∈V ∪{a} r(v, v′) which is the load

on nodev, L(v). The sum of the incoming traffic and the
originating traffic at a node must equal the exiting traffic.
Thus,∀ v ∈ V∑

v′∈V ∪{a}
r(v, v′) = O(v) +

∑
v′′∈V

r(v′′, v) = L(v). (1)

Traffic routing is an|E| dimensional vector�r whose com-
ponents satisfy (1). The components of�r are the traffics on
the corresponding edges. Given the routing, the power ex-
penditure of a nodev, N�r(v) is the power spent to transmit
loadL(v) i.e.,N�r(v) = K

∑
v′∈V ∪{a}

r(v, v′)d(v, v′)4 where

K is the constant as defined in Section III-A.
The power expenditure of a groupP�r is then the sum

of the power expenditure over all nodes of that group i.e.,
P�r =

∑
∀v∈V

N�r(v). The group optimal power expenditure

Popt is the minimum value ofP�r over all possible�r. Here
Popt corresponds to routing the traffic over the shortest path
from any nodev ∈ V to a in terms of cost metricW .
The shortest path can be obtained through algorithms like
Dijkstra. Letv′ be the next hop node tov as obtained from
the shortest path algorithm. IfNopt(v) is the power spent
by a nodev under optimal routing, then

Nopt(v) = K ×L(v)×d(v, v′)4 andPopt =
∑
∀v∈V

Nopt(v).

C. Coalition of Groups
We have described the terminology and the equations for

a group of nodes. Now consider two groups of nodes A
and B. Let their node sets beV a andV b respectively and
optimal power expenditures before forming a coalition be
P a

opt andP b
opt.

Next we consider a combined network with groups A and
B jointly routing to the exit point. The vertex setV for the
combined network then isV a ∪ V b. The edge setEjoint

can be found fromV as follows. A directed edge exists
from v ∈ V a ∪ V b to v′ ∈ V a ∪ V b ∪ {a} if d(v, v′) < D
and consequently(v, v′) ∈ Ejoint with weight w(v, v′) =
d(v, v′)4. The origin functions for all the nodes remain the
same. Acoalition routing in this network is a vector whose
components satisfy (1). Note thatr(v, v′) = 0 if (v, v′) �∈
Ejoint. For an arbitrary coalition routing�r, evaluate the
power expenditure for each node. LetJa

�r andJb
�r be the total

power expenditure for nodes in groups A and B respectively,
under routing�r.

Ja
�r =

∑
∀v∈V a

N�r(v) andJb
�r =

∑
∀v∈V b

N�r(v).

Definition 1: Group benefit under coalition routing�r is
the difference between the power spent by the group under
individual optimal routing before merging, and the power
spent by the group for coalition routing�r.

The group benefits under routing�r form the benefit
vector �B�r. Hence the benefit vector is�B�r ≡ (Ba

�r , Bb
�r) with

componentsBa
�r = P a

opt − Ja
�r andBb

�r = P b
opt − Jb

�r .
The idea behind combining two groups is to reduce the

total power each group was spending initially. Depending on
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Fig. 2. Groups A(a1, a2) and B(b1, b2) route to the exit point EP. Each
node sends 1Mbps

the system, group coalition may introduce some additional
operational cost and groups would want to benefit over and
above this cost

Definition 2: A coalition is useful with a routing �r if
min(Ba

�r , Bb
�r) ≥ t. A coalition is useful if there exists a

routing �r such that the coalition is useful with routing�r.
We would present an algorithm to compute such a routing
�r if one exists. The choice of the thresholdt, would depend
on group policies and the overhead for the coalition.

Definition 3: A Minimal coalition routing is a joint rout-
ing that results in the optimal or the minimal total power
expenditure for groups A and B combined.

Next we illustrate the combination of two groups with
an example. Consider Fig.2 in which groups A and B route
to the exit point. Each node generates traffic at the rate of
1Mbps. Optimal power expenditure for group A is24 +√

2
4

= 20 and for group B is14 +
√

4.25
4 ≈ 19. For the

minimal power coalition routing shown, power expenditure
for A is 14+2(

√
2)4 = 9 and for B is2(1)4+

√
1.25

4 ≈ 3.6.
Benefit for group A is20−9 = 11 and for B is19−3.6 =
15.4 and both the components are positive. Consider now
that nodeb2 has a higher load to send, e.g., 5Mbps. This
will be relayed througha2 in the coalition routing of Fig.2.
Node a2 will have a high power consumption(24) and the
benefit of group A will be negative(-5). This illustrates that
the minimal coalition routing may not benefit each group.

Definition 4: A feasible benefit vector is one that results
from a coalition routing�r that satisfies (1). The set of all
feasible benefit vectors is thefeasible benefit region.

D. Properties of the Feasible Benefit Region

For the minimal coalition routing, we can find the power
expenditure for each node, i.e.Nopt(v) for eachv ∈ (V a ∪
V b). Further letJa

opt andJb
opt be the power spent by nodes

of group A and B respectively under the minimal coalition
routing.

Ja
opt =

∑
∀v∈V a

Nopt(v) andJb
opt =

∑
∀v∈V b

Nopt(v).

Note again that the subscript ’opt’ toJ refers to minimal
coalition routing for nodes of group A and B combined.
The benefit vector�L corresponding to the minimal coali-
tion routing is then(La

opt, L
b
opt) where La

opt = P a
opt −

Ja
opt and Lb

opt = P b
opt − Jb

opt. The vector �L is plotted
in Fig.3 for different random placements of nodes. Each
group has 20 nodes spread over a a square of side100m. If
the benefit vector is in the first quadrant (both coordinates
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are positive), then the groups mutually benefit from being
merged, otherwise one of the groups is a loser. Most pairs
of groups benefit from a minimal coalition, but there are
many instances in which only one group benefits. Even
when a pair of groups mutually benefits, there is often some
disproportion in the extent of benefit, with one group getting
somewhat more than the other.

Theorem 1: The set of feasible benefit vectors is convex
and closed.

E. Max-min Fair Benefit Vector

Definition 5: A feasible benefit vectorB�r is max-min
fair if ∀ i, Bi

�r cannot be increased while maintaining
feasibility without decreasingBj

�r for some groupj, for
which Bj

�r ≤ Bi
�r.

Corollary 1: The max-min fair benefit vector exists and
is unique.
The corollary follows as a consequence of Theorem 1 and
results from [19].

Definition 6: A Fair Coalition routing is a joint routing
that results in a max-min fair benefit vector.

In Fig.2 the max-min fair benefit vector is (11.9,11.9).
This is achieved when nodeb2 sends 0.78Mbps toa2 and
0.22Mbps directly to AP like in Fig.4.

Proposition 1: Let �r be a fair coalition routing. Then
min(Ba

�r , Bb
�r) ≥ 0.

Thus a coalition does not increase the power consumption
of any group if fair coalition routing is used.

Theorem 2: A coalition will be useful if and only if it is
useful with a fair coalition routing�r.

Theorem 2 presents a necessary and a sufficient condition
for deciding whether the coalition would be useful.

Theorem 3: For two groups the max-min fair benefit
vector has equal components.

Theorem 3 will be used in developing an efficient al-
gorithm for computing a fair coalition routing for two
groups. Note that for other resource allocation problems
e.g. bandwidth allocation, the max-min fair vector need not
have equal components even for two contenders (Fig.5) [5].
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Fig. 5. Consider two sessions (a,c) and (b,d). The numbers next to the
links are the link bandwidths. The max-min fair bandwidth for session
(a,c) and (b,d) are 3 and 1 respectively.

Theorem 3 does not hold for fair power allocation although
it holds for fair benefit allocation [9].

IV. FAIR COALITION ALGORITHM(FC)
A. Description

We show that the fair coalition routing and the associated
benefit vector can be computed by solving the following
linear program.
FC: Maximize Z:

Subject to:
Z ≤ Ba

�r ,
Z ≤ Bb

�r,∑
v′∈V a∪V b∪{a}

r(v, v′) = O(v)+
∑

v′′∈V a∪V b

r(v′′, v)∀v, v′ ∈ V a∪V b.

(2)
where

Ba
�r = P a

opt − Ja
�r andBb

�r = P b
opt − Jb

�r .

Ja
�r = K

∑
∀v∈V a

∑
v′∈V a∪V b∪{a}

r(v, v′)d(v, v′)4.

Jb
�r = K

∑
∀v∈V b

∑
v′∈V a∪V b∪{a}

r(v, v′)d(v, v′)4.

Let Z∗ be the objective function value obtained fromFC.
Theorem 4: The routing�r obtained as a solution ofFC

is a fair coalition routing.
The linear program involves|V | + 2 constraints and

|E| + 1 variables. Hence the max-min fair benefit vector
and the fair coalition routing are polynomial complexity
computable [13].

B. Simulation Results

We investigate the efficacy of fair coalition routing
through simulations using MATLAB. Specifically we will
be interested in comparing the performance of fair coalition
routing with the minimal coalition routing. The value of
K depends on the choice of the wireless interface, and its
effect is to scale our measurements. Thus without loss of
generality we considerK = 1. We will later mention details
for a specific interface.

We consider a square of side100m. The exit point is
at the center of the square. We consider a fully connected
network in which each node can transmit directly to every
other node. We consider a coalition of two groups in 100
random topologies. In Fig.6(a), we investigate the case when
both the combining groups have equal number of nodes.
Nodes of the combining groups are uniformly distributed
over the square area. The max-min fair benefit vector will
always have equal components in this case. We average over
the maximum component of the optimal and the minimum
of the optimal over all the topologies. As expected the
max-min group benefit lies between the maximum and the
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Fig. 6. Results for two groups spread over a square of side 100m. Max-opt denotes the average over the maximum component of the optimal and
min-opt denotes the average over the minimum component of the optimal. The average is over 100 random topologies

minimum components of the optimal. The benefit obtained
for group merger is less pronounced for sizes more than
50-60 nodes. Therefore we will consider networks of size
up to 50 nodes subsequently. Fig.6(b) shows the results for
unequal group sizes. One group is four times larger than
the other. The smaller group has a lesser benefit under the
optimal in this case. The remaining trends are the same as
in the previous case. Fig.6(c) studies the effect of clustered
topologies on the benefit values. Nodes of each group are
normally distributed around a randomly chosen center. In
each case the group with the center closer to the exit point
has negative benefit. This group will suffer under coalition
routing but in the max-min fair case it has zero benefit, and
hence it does not lose. In Fig.6(d) we consider a similar
clustered topology where the clusters include nodes from
both groups. The trends are similar to Fig.6(c), but both
groups obtain positive benefits under fair coalition. Fig.6(e)
plots the total power spent under the minimal coalition
routing, fair coalition routing and their difference. This
difference can be looked upon as the cost for providing
fairness. The average cost is modest(18%) considering the
benefit(46%)1 obtained and the fairness achieved.

Oftentimes lifetime of a network is determined by the
node that spends the maximum power [3], [4], [25]. Thus
in Fig.6(f) we plot the quantity(X̄+σx)/X̄ whereX̄ is the

1The cost % is obtained from Fig.6(e). The benefit % is with respect
to the total power consumed prior to the coalition and is obtained from
Fig.6(a) and Fig.6(e).

mean power over all nodes andσx is the standard deviation.
Note that this quantity is a measure of the statistical
maximum of the power spent by any node. Fair coalition
routing has a lower value of this quantity as compared to
the minimal.

For the Lucent 802.11b Orinoco card, a rate of 1Mbps in
closed environment corresponds to 15dBm of output power
[16]. The constantK is then roughly5.5× 10−6W/Mbit ∗
m4. This translates to a benefit of 30 Watts for a group
with 10 nodes for the uniform case with equal group sizes.
It is also notable that the CPU time to computeFC, for
any considered topology was not more than 0.5secs on a
700Mhz/256MB RAM laptop using a simplex algorithm
implementation [10].

V. DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm in Section IV-A for computing the fair
coalition routing requires a centralized computation at the
exit point. Though the simplest solution, it will not be com-
putationally tractable when the exit points have capability
similar to the nodes themselves. Consider for example a
sensor network where a group of sensors communicate their
measurements to a common node which in turn transmits
to say a satellite. Here we would not want to overwhelm
the relay node with the linear programming computation.
Instead it would be beneficial to have a distributed imple-
mentation where every node performs some simple iterative
computation and the values converge to the max-min fair
solution. The iterative approach has been motivated by



recently proposed solutions for optimization problems in
other resource allocation settings [12], [20].

A. Iterative Algorithm
Now we present an iterative approach to compute fair

coalition routing for two groups. LetZn and�rn denote the
corresponding quantities in iteration n, whereZ0 and �r0 can
be arbitrarily chosen. The initial choices need not satisfy
any of the constraints. Thus each node can select the initial
values of the loads for each of its outgoing edges without
any co-ordination with the other nodes. SimilarlyZ0 is
selected at the exit point. Now we define some indicators.
The benefit indicator of a group is1 if Zn is more than the
group benefit.

εa
n =

{
0 if Zn + Ja

�rn
≤ P a

opt

1 if Zn + Ja
�rn

> P a
opt

εb
n =

{
0 if Zn + Jb

�rn
≤ P b

opt

1 if Zn + Jb
�rn

> P b
opt

Node congestioncv
n is the difference between the outgoing

and the sum of the originating and incoming traffic at node
v. From (2),

cv
n =

∑
v′∈V a∪V b∪{a}

rn(v, v′)−

O(v) +

∑
v′′∈V a∪V b

rn(v′′, v)


 .

Node congestion indicator for nodev ∈ V a ∪ V b is

sv
n =

{
0 if cv

n = 0,
1 if cv

n > 0,
−1 if cv

n < 0.

Node v is considered balanced, lightly loaded or heavily
loaded assv

n is 0,1 and -1 respectively. For the exit point,
sa

n = 0. We present an iterative approach using the above
indicators. Note thatsv

n can be updated at nodev using the
incoming rates in the previous iteration. Now, update ofεa

n
and εb

n require a knowledge of the total power being spent
by the nodes of a group. This information can be acquired
in a distributed manner as shown in [9].

Let {δn} be the step-sizes that satisfylimn→∞ δn = 0
and

∑∞
n=1 δn = ∞. For exampleδn = 1/n satisfies

the conditions. Each node updates its outgoing traffic as
follows. [·]+ denotes the projection on[0,∞).
rn+1(v, v′) = [rn(v, v′) − γδn(sv

n − sv′
n + d(v, v′)4εa

n)]+
if v ∈ V a.
rn+1(v, v′) = [rn(v, v′) − γδn(sv

n − sv′
n + d(v, v′)4εb

n)]+
if v ∈ V b.
The exit point updatesZ as follows.

Zn+1 = [Zn + δn(1 − γ(εa
n + εb

n))]+.
Theorem 5: For all γ > 1 the iterative procedure stated

above will converge to the max-min fair benefit vector and
fair coalition routing, irrespective of the initial choice of the
iterates.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the problem of forming coalitions be-
tween groups of nodes with the intent of saving power. We
found that an application of max-min fair techniques to this
problem yields an efficient and balanced approach which
we call fair coalition routing. We developed theory and
algorithms for fair coalition routing. We have carried out
a range of simulations that demonstrate that fair coalition
routing is practical and beneficial in common cases. We
generalize the framework and the computation algorithms

for a coalition among multiple groups in [9]. The coali-
tion routing algorithms presented in this paper provide
foundations for developing operational protocols. Design of
such protocols would require deployment of mechanisms
to enforce group routings e.g., security checks. We discuss
some of these issues in [9].
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